
 Topic 1.1.1 Dynamic Nature of Business    

Key Vocabulary 

Business – an organisation that 
seeks to satisfy the needs and 
wants and wants of consumers 
through the production of goods 
and services 

Dynamic – continual change 

Consumer – the end user of the 
product or service 

Obsolete – outdated; a product 
that has declining sales or come 
to an end 

Entrepreneur – an individual who 
comes up with a business idea 
and is willing to take a risk to 
develop it 

Core Knowledge 

The world changes constantly, and therefore so do consumer 
needs, and so businesses must therefore be dynamic to 
respond to these changes, or they risk failure. 

Business ideas come about because of: 

1. Changes in technology 
2. Changes in what consumers want 
3. Products and services becoming obsolete 

Business ideas come about because 

1. An entrepreneur has a completely original idea – this is 
invention 

2. Adapting an existing idea – this is innovation 

Adaptions to products can be: 

• New flavours 
• Different colours / pack sizes 
• Online access to a product or service 
• Offering personalisation 

Wider Business World 

Apple – great example of 
business that continually 
adapts products 

Iceland – changed from 
frozen only foods to non-
frozen and non-food goods 
because this is what 
consumers want when they 
shop 

Synoptic Links 

Marketing – the product life 
cycle states that all products 
eventually need to be 
removed from sale 

Technology – changes in 
technology have led to 
obsolete products and 
changes in consumer tastes 

Role of enterprise – 
entrepreneurs are the 
individuals who develop new 
ideas 

 

Don’t be a “man on the street” 

• Innovation and inventions are not the same thing 
• Avoid statements like “ALL customer have….”; “NOBODY 

uses….” 
• Don’t assume that all products that have declining sales will 

become totally obsolete – some see revivals, e.g. vinyl 
records  

• Don’t assume that all ideas will be successful – unfortunately 
a lot do not succeed  

BUSINESS: Creating informed, 
discerning employees, consumers 
and future leaders 



 Topic 1.1.2 Risk and Reward    

Key Vocabulary 

Risk – something bad / negative 
that could happen 

Reward – something good / a 
positive effect  

Financial – related to money 

Non-financial – non-money 
related 

Profit – what a business has left 
from its income after paying all of 
its costs 

Core Knowledge 

Starting and running a business are risky activities.  A large 
percentage of start-up businesses fail in the first five years. 

Risks are things that can go wrong.  These include: 

• Business failure 
• Financial loss 
• Lack of security due to not having a regular income 

Business can fail because: 

• An entrepreneur does not know the market well 
• Not having enough capital to start the business 
• Poor decision making 
• Competition from other businesses 
• Not meeting the needs of customers  

Rewards are what can be achieved through business success.  These 
include: 

• Profit 
• Personal independence 

Wider Business World 

Thomas Cook, BHS – 
businesses that have failed.  
Find out why 

Richard Branson – an 
entrepreneur worth billions, but 
he still takes risks when starting 
new ventures.  Why would this 
be? 

 

Synoptic Links 

Role of enterprise – 
entrepreneurs are the 
individuals who take risks 

Ownership – different types of 
ownership have different levels 
of risk for the owner 

Customer needs – knowing 
what these are helps to reduce 
risk 

Market research – doing this 
helps to reduce risk 

Don’t be a “man on the street” 

• Although risks can cause a business to fail, careful  
planning and research can reduce risks 

• Don’t confuse the term ‘security’. It is not about prevention from 
theft, but about regular income  

•  

BUSINESS: Creating informed, 
discerning employees, 
consumers and future leaders 



 Topic 1.1.3 Role of Enterprise 

Key Vocabulary 

Goods – physical items that a 
business can produce or sell 

Services – non-physical 
products; things that you can 
experience, e.g. a haircut 

Needs – the essential products 
that consumers need to survive: 
food, water, shelter, clothing, 
warmth 

Wants – anything that is not a 
basic need.  Often referred to as 
luxuries 

Customer – the person who buys 
the product 

Consumer – the person who is 
the eventual user of the product 

Adding value – adapting a 
product so that the selling price is 
higher that the cost of creating 
the product 

USP – Unique Selling Point 

Factors of production – 
resources needed to produce 
goods and service: land, labour, 
capital, enterprise 

 

Core Knowledge 

A business will produce goods or services 

Goods or services must meet the customer needs, or they will not sell 

The entrepreneur is the uses and organises the four factors of 
production in order to produce goods or services. 

A business can sell its product at a higher price than the cost of the 
manufacturing by adding value. This can be through: 

• Branding – creating an image for a product that sets it apart, 
e.g. Apple logo 

• Quality – for example using better cuts of meat in a pie 
• Design – unique features and designs can lead to consumers 

paying higher prices 
• Convenience – when something saves a customer time, this 

can lead to them paying a higher price, e.g. pre-prepared 
vegetables 

• USPs – a characteristic or feature of a product that can not be 
replicated by an alternative  

A business will be likely to use a combination of the above. 

Wider Business World 

Gap, Nike, Gucci – examples 
of brands that cost a lot more 
than the actual cost of the 
materials 

McCain – produce a lot of 
ready-meals and pre-prepared 
items that cost more than the 
ingredients  

Synoptic Links 

Customer needs – knowing 
what these are helps to ensure 
that that the business is 
satisfying them 

Risk and reward – the 
entrepreneur takes risks, in 
order to achieve rewards 

Marketing – the use of 
branding and USPs 

Don’t be a “man on the street” 

• Not all businesses produce goods; some produce services 
• WiFi is not a need 
• Don’t confuse the terms consumer and customer 
• Customers will not always want the cheapest product  
• Adding value does not meet making the price higher 
•  

BUSINESS: Creating informed, 
discerning employees, 
consumers and future leaders 
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